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Even a policymaker genuinely committed to a radical
policy may find it difficult to change expectations rapidly

o “Helicopter money” works in theory owing to the permanency of the
underlying fiscal expansion—regardless of how financed
o But how to convince people, now, that government will never repay the
debt it issues to finance the fiscal expansion?
o How can a rational government convince people it will implement a radical
monetary policy deemed “madness” by most financiers—including the
central bank? How to engender “belief in monetary madness”?
o The 1934 Gold Reserve Act (GRA) enabled the US Treasury to finance
limitless gold purchases with paper IOUs issued to the FRB of NY that have
not been repaid 83 years later.
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Roosevelt had fairly clear objectives but was quite vague
about the policies he would adopt to attain them
The general objective was to return the price level to that obtaining during
1926-1929.

Of particular concern were agricultural prices. “Farm prices had declined 64
percent from February 1929 to February 1933, while prices paid by famers
declined 36 percent.” Meltzer (2003), page 451.
“….The country needs…bold, persistent experimentation. It is common sense to
take a method and try it: If it fails, admit it frankly and try another. But above
all, try something”
Candidate Roosevelt’s Address at Oglethorpe University May 22, 1932
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In fact it seems Roosevelt had no clear strategy but was
an “experimenter”—advocating fiscal probity, taking no
position on gold and condemning “helicopter money”

Criticized Hoover’s budget deficits.
Campaign Address on the Federal Budget, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania October 19, 1932

“This certainly isn’t to imply that Roosevelt himself was ‘sold’ on the idea of
inflation before or immediately after his inauguration. I can testify that he
wasn’t.” Moley (1939), page 156
“It is easy to see the ultimate result of meeting recurring demands by the
issuance of Treasury notes. It invites an ultimate reckoning in uncontrollable
prices and in the destruction of the value of savings.…
Roosevelt’s letter to Congress associated with his veto of the 1935 Veteran’s Bonus Bill
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But the Fed failed to act decisively and revealed it
could not be counted on to do so in the future
Congressional pressure did lead to Fed action, but without believing in the efficacy of
further expansionary policy, the measures taken were motivated largely to give the
appearance of action sufficient to avoid being compelled to undertake real action.
“By the spring of that year [1932], the Depression was well advanced, and Congress
began to place considerable pressure on the Federal Reserve to ease monetary policy.
The Board was quite reluctant to comply, but in response to the ongoing pressure the
Board conducted open-market operations between April and June of 1932 designed to
increase the national money supply and thus ease policy…However, Fed officials
remained ambivalent about their policy of monetary expansion…. when the Congress
adjourned in July 1932, the Fed reversed the policy. By the latter part of the year, the
economy had relapsed dramatically.”
Bernanke (2004)
Quite clear the Fed believed there was not much more to do…
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The Fed Balance Sheet just before Roosevelt and
the Bank Holiday
Balance Sheet of the Federal Reserve Banks
February 28, 1933
(in percent of GDP)

Assets

Liabilities

Gold Reserves

5.2

US Treasuries

3.3 Bank Reserves

3.7

Bills Discounted

1.0

US Treasury Deposits

0.0

Bills Bought

0.6

Other Deposits

0.1

Net Other Assets

0.6

Equity

0.7

Total Assets

10.6

FR & FRB Notes Outstanding

Total Liabilities

6.0

10.6

Sources: Federal Reserve Bulletin March 1933. FRED (GDP) and Authors' calculations
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First tangible step in “gold policy”
Presidential Executive Order #6102 April 5, 1933
“…All persons [individuals, partnerships, associations and corporations] are
hereby required to deliver on or before May 1, 1933, to a Federal Reserve
Bank or a branch or agency thereof or to any member bank of the Federal
Reserve System all gold coin, gold bullion and gold certificates [monetary
gold] now owned by them or coming into their ownership on or before April
28, 1933…”

Was this leaving the gold standard? Or centralizing more gold at the Fed so
that US could expand money supply yet remain on gold standard??
“….No person other than a Federal Reserve bank shall after the date of this
order acquire in the United States any gold coin, or gold bullion, or gold
certificates….” Executive Order #6260 August 28, 1933
Uncle Jacob
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Roosevelt entered office with a newly elected,
Democratic-controlled and more radical Congress

Thomas Amendment passed May 12, 1933. Directed President,
through Secretary of the Treasury, to arrange for the Fed to
purchase $3 billion in securities directly from Treasury.
Failing to reach an agreement with the Fed would have, in the
original version, compelled the Treasury to issue $3 billion in
“greenbacks’—Treasury currency not redeemable in any other
lawful money.
The Thomas Amendment also gave the President the authority to
reduce the gold content of the dollar by up to 50 percent.
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Thomas Amendment: Quantities in perspective

The President could issue the $3 billion in greenbacks not only if
no agreement was reached with the Fed but also:
“…if [open market] operations prove to be inadequate…or if for
any other reason additional measures are required in the
judgment of the President…“
Federal Reserve Bulletin, May 1933, page 317

Effectively $6 billion in money creation authorized when total
currency in circulation and reserves held at FR banks amounted
to $6 billion…a doubling envisaged.
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Despite the Fed’s failure to comply with the spirit
of the Thomas Amendment, Roosevelt did not act

“Between the July and October [1933] meetings,
the Federal Reserve purchased almost $300
million, bringing total purchases to $500 million
of the $1 billion authorized in April...In October
and November the System purchased $55
million, then purchases stopped”
Meltzer (2003), page 438-440.
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Autumn intervention
By the autumn of 1933, Roosevelt was unimpressed with the Fed’s actions as were his
more radical advisors. Having prohibited the private holding of gold, he began in
October to intervene against the dollar—buying gold—using the balance sheet of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC).
The RFC would issue short term debt in the US market, deposit the proceeds at the
FRBNY, and request that FRBNY act as its agent in European gold markets. The price at
which the RFC purchased gold was—to put it mildly—ad hoc.
“Morgenthau, Warren, and Jesse Jones, head of the RFC, met in Roosevelt’s
bedroom…Roosevelt chose a new gold price for the day. The aim was to keep the gold
price rising [dollar falling]…One day he raised the price by 21 cents because that was a
lucky number, three times seven”
See Meltzer (2003), page 453, footnote 74, for sources.
But the RFC bought only $134 million in gold (Olson(1988))
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The “autumn swoon” led to a desperate search
for innovative policy
After a surge in production from March to July 1933,
there was a sharp contraction:
“From August to November 1933 manufacturing
production fell 31 percent, production of durable goods
fell 48 percent, and overall industrial production fell 19
percent”
Taylor and Neumann (2014)
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December 1933—Treasury raises an uncomfortable idea

Treasury approached the Federal Reserve Board requesting legal title to the gold
Fed stated that it was willing to provide the Treasury with the revaluation profits to the
gold that would accrue were the value of gold to increase in dollars but would not give
up the actual gold unless directed to do so by Congress
Ownership of the gold is a key element of the Gold Reserve Act (GRA)
In contrast to the limited powers of the Thomas Amendment, the GRA gave the
Treasury unlimited power to create unbacked money
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The key element of the Gold Reserve Act was first
discussed with the Fed in December 1933—Treasury
wanted ownership of the gold

In contrast to every other advanced country that left the gold
standard and whose central bank retained the nation’s gold
reserves on its balance sheet, the US Treasury obtained from the
Federal Reserve Banks (FRB) legal title to all monetary gold in the
United States when the Act was signed into law on January 30,
1934. In its place, the FRB obtained Treasury Gold Certificates
(IGC) which could be issued only to FRB and could be held only by
FRB. As a consequence, the Fed was provided an asset that was
to be called by the Fed chief legal counsel 80 years later
“accounting documents” that have never been sold.
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The “uncounteractable” monetary expansion

The GRA provided Treasury the right to issue new IGC at a rate of
$35 an ounce for every ounce of gold it held. As the Treasury
purchased gold from US producers and European gold markets
throughout 1934 and later years, it was then able to print new
IGC, exchange them for balances at the NYFRB & buy more gold.
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Fed Vice Chairman on transfer of title to gold
o “If gold certificates are to be substituted for gold in the
Federal Reserve Banks, they should, in my judgement, be
redeemable at the option of the bank…[a] certificate at the
option of the Secretary of the Treasury…suggest[s] that we
might have a permanent currency redeemable in gold only at
the option of the government.
o “I am opposed, Mr. Chairman, broadly speaking, to an
irredeemable currency.”
Testimony of Owen D. Young before Senate Committee on Money Bill
New York Times 1/23/1934
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Government ownership of monetary gold was to be a
permanent policy
“….The title to all gold being in the Government, the total stock will serve as a
permanent and fixed metallic reserve which will change in amount only so far
as necessary for the settlement of international balances or as may be
required by a future agreement among the nations of the world for a
redistribution of the world stock of monetary gold. With the establishment of
this permanent policy, placing all monetary gold in the ownership of the
Government as a bullion base for its currency….”
“Permit me once more to stress….the inherent right of government [not
central bank!] to issue currency and to be the sole custodian and owner of the
base or reserve of precious metals underlying that currency…”
(insert in brackets added)
Excerpts from a message from President Roosevelt delivered to the US Congress on January 15, 1934
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In 2011, Fed Chief Legal Counsel explains the Fed
holds only “accounting documents in lieu of gold”

Fed Vice Chair Explains why the Fed would no
longer be able to contract credit if it lost the gold
o

In his testimony to the Senate Banking and Currency Committee, Owen D. Young, at that time
Deputy Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, said:

o

”…The Federal Reserve has increased the excess reserves of the country to over nine hundred
million dollars, giving a base for eight or nine billions of additional credit; but that credit has
lain dormant.

o

“Under such circumstances you will say: ‘Why fear an increase of banks’ reserves of three or
four billions more?’ My answer is that if there were any way of securing adequate contraction
and control when such vast funds begin to be used, I would not fear it, but the difficulty is in
the control.

o

“The Federal Reserve System has something like billions of governments now which they
could sell in the market and thereby accomplish contraction of credit which might result from
the expenditure of this gold profit; but after that were done the Reserve System would be
without influence to contract the credit market except through a discount rate, which would
probably be ineffective. Thereafter the only control of credit volume would be in the hands
of the Secretary of the Treasury…When the influence of the credit volume of the country
passes from the Federal Reserve System to the Treasury, then the Federal Reserve System is 19
practically abolished.

Who is the Fed Chairman in this photo of
Roosevelt signing the Gold Reserve Act?
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James Harvey Rogers—Architect of the
Blocking Mechanism
“At the present time, the total ‘earning assets’ of the Federal Reserve Banks amount to
approximately $2.5 billion...[of those]….practically only about $2 billion could be sold”.
Hence gold profits in excess of $2 billion that were used “…would provide an
inflationary influence uncounteractable by Federal Reserve action.
“…[this] non-withdrawable base for a loan and deposit expansion…would give to the
well informed almost complete assurance of early uncontrollable credit expansion and
hence of a great and continued price rise over a period of months. Such an incentive
to immediate buying could hardly be resisted…Evidently, therefore, the extent of the
gold profit and its utilization should be determined according to the amount of such
uncontrolled inflation desired.” [Italics added]

“Rogers’s Appraisal of Credit Expansion by Gold Bill”, The New York Times, January 23, 1934, page 10
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Immediate Expansionary Action
Roosevelt reduced the gold content of the dollar by 59.06
percent. January 31, 1934
“Beginning Thursday, February 1, 1934, and until further notice, I
will buy imported fine gold bars through the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York as fiscal agent of the United States; and other
gold, foreign or domestic, through any United States mint or the
United States assay offices at New York or Seattle…”
Statement to the press by the United States Secretary of the Treasury on February 1, 1934
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Immediate result of reducing the gold content of
the dollar after the GRA
Adjusted Balance Sheet of the Federal Reserve Banks
February 1, 1934
(in US$ millions)

Assets

Liabilities

Claim on Treasury pending receipt of certificates

3557 FR & FRB Notes Outstanding

3129

Addition to claim owing to revaluation

2806 US Treasury Deposit related to revaluation

2806

US Treasuries

2434 Bank Reserves

2652

Bills Discounted

82 US Treasury Deposits

242

Bills Bought

111 Other Deposits

137

Net Other Assets

259 Equity

284

Total Assets

9250 Total Liabilities

Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin February 1934, US Banking and Monetary Statistics (1941), page 538 and Authors' calculations

9250
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Two years later, 73 percent of the balance
sheet… worthless accounting documents
Balance Sheet of the Federal Reserve Banks
December 31, 1935
(in US$ millions)

Assets

Liabilities

Irredeemable Gold Certificates

7571 FR & FRB Notes Outstanding

3709

73% of Total Assets

US Treasuries

2431 Bank Reserves
o/w Excess Reserves

5586
2983

Bills Discounted

5 US Treasury Deposits

544

Bills Bought

5 Other Deposits

255

Net Other Assets
Total Assets

413 Equity
10424 Total Liabilities

330
10424

Source: 1935 Annual Report of Board of Governors and Authors' calculations
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Certainly not a first choice, but driving central
bank equity into deeply negative territory works
o It is “...perhaps nearly obvious, that when the central bank tries to enforce an
upper bound on the price level, it must either limit its goals when its net worth is
negative...or have access to fiscal backing that would restore net worth whenever
necessary”. Sims (2004)
o Klueh and Stella (2008) : although small changes in central bank net worth do not
have apparent impacts on policy performance, deteriorations in the accounts of
central banks with highly negative equity are associated with higher inflation
o “Central banks may operate perfectly well without capital as conventionally
defined. A large negative net worth, however, is likely to compromise central bank
independence and interfere with its ability to attain its policy objectives.”
Stella (1997)
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The precarious state of Fed finances…how to
counteract Roosevelt’s madness and “keep the
lights on” in the FR banks?
FRB Earnings and Balance Sheet Data
(in $millions and percent)

1934

1935

1936

48.9

42.8

37.9

46.1

39.8

35.2

Percentage of earnings from Treasuries

94%

93%

93%

Net Earnings

15.2

9.4

8.5

Net Earnings as a percentage of Earnings from Treasuries

33%

24%

24%

Holdings of Treasuries at end-year

2430

2431

2430

Treasuries that could be sold without net earnings turning negative

802

576

588

Excess Reserves end-year

1748

2983

2046

Surplus/Deficit(-) of Treasuries available to absorb excess reserves

-946

-2407

-1458

Total Current Earnings
o/w Earnings from Treasuries

Sources: Annual Reports of the Federal Reserve System various issues; Monetary and Banking Statistics 1914-41; author's calculations
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10 % GDP in irredeemable certificates vs
US fiscal deficit 1935 ≈ 4 % GDP
Balance Sheet of the Federal Reserve Banks
December 31, 1935
(in percent of GDP)

Assets
Irredeemable Certificates

Liabilities
10.2 FR & FRB Notes Outstanding

5.0

US Treasuries

3.3 Bank Reserves

7.5

Bills Discounted

0.0 US Treasury Deposits

0.7

Bills Bought

0.0 Other Deposits

0.3

Net Other Assets

0.6 Equity

0.4

Total Assets

14.0 Total Liabilities

14.0

Sources: 1935 Annual Report of Board of Governors, FRED and Authors' calculations
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Believing in Monetary Madness
Ulrich Klueh and Peter Stella (in process)
“Although Roosevelt’s monetary policy was viewed as “madness” by most
contemporary economists, erstwhile members of his own administration, and
by the Fed, it was credible as those who opposed it could not reverse it…..
In contrast “modern QE” results in an exchange of monetary base for a liquid
asset of equivalent value that could, in future, be used to reverse the
operation….{President of FRB Chicago…”we could exit very quickly”}
After the passage of the GRA, the Fed could not undo the Treasury’s monetary
policy. This is the essential difference between the half-hearted Fed open
market operations elicited by Congressional legislation in 1933 and Treasury
operations undertaken after the GRA. The former could be suspended or
reversed by conservative central bankers, the latter could only be suspended
by the Treasury under Roosevelt’s direction.
Roosevelt and the GRA enabled “believing in monetary madness”.
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Still there after all those years
(photo taken at Federal Reserve Bank of New York in 2016)
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Data on inflation expectations emphasize
“recovery spring” and “faltering fall”
o But does the data on inflation expectations support this view?
Constructing measures of inflation expectations has been a topic of
fierce controversy. The seminal studies by Cecchetti (1992) and
Hamilton (1992) come to conflicting results. More recent surveys
also emphasize data challenges and inconsistencies (Jalil and Rua
2017).
o Still, three stylized facts (Taylor and Neumann 2016):
o All studies show that inflation expectation did react positively to
Roosevelts first actions in office (reflecting “recovery spring”).
o All studies show that inflation expectation retreat after a few
months of recovery (reflecting “faltering fall”).
o All studies show that inflation expectation come back around the
turn of the year (reflecting a “second spring”)
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Data on inflation expectations emphasize
o So far, no explanation for this pattern: Most quantitative studies either
focus on the whole period between 1933 and 1942 or on the six months
after Roosevelt’s inauguration (“recovery spring”). Few studies focus on
the macroeconomic situation in the fall and winter 1933/34 (“faltering
fall”), none on the reasons for the renewed recovery (in our terminology:
the “second spring”).
o We believe that the GRA has been the crucial element in Roosevelt’s
attempt to credibly commit to a permanent increase in monetary
aggregates and in raising inflation expectation after “faltering fall”.
o Perhaps coincidentally, the press corps in 1933 seemed to already
anticipate this spring.
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No agreed set of stylized facts about the policies
that led to recovery from the depression
o Many seminal studies about the depression and its underlying
causes, very few about the recovery. Following Friedman and
Schwarz (1963), the recovery has long been treated as
something that was not closely linked to conscious policies by
the Roosevelt administration.
o Accounts specifically looking at gold policy (e.g. Wicker 1971)
fail to appreciate the implications of the GRA, by interpreting
it as the end of unconventional monetary policy.
o Starting with Temin and Wigmore (1990) and fomented by
Romer (1992) policy-based narratives of the recovery have
emerged. More recently, this line of research has received
renewed attention (as in Eggertsson 2008).
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No agreed set of stylized facts about the policies
that led to recovery from the depression
o Existing studies provide conflicting accounts of what has happened.
Some focus on the exchange rate, some on fiscal policy, some on
monetary policy, some on communication. All of these narratives
receive some empirical support.
o What comes closest to a consensus view is a combination of Romer
(1992) (in which gold inflows lead to money growth lead to a
reduction in real interest rates) and the expectations shift
hypothesis described in Eggertsson (2008).
o “Believing in monetary madness” explains two unresolved puzzles in
this consensus view: How Roosevelt and his team were able to
credibly commit to a permanent increase in monetary aggregates
and a reflation of the economy, despite opposition from the central
bank and faltering inflation expectations in the fall of 1933.
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Current “consensus” view: A combination of gold
inflows, money growth and expectation shift
Stylized fact I:
Correlation between money growth and real sector developments
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Current “consensus” view: A combination of gold
inflows, money growth and expectation shift
Stylized fact II:
News and Communication about reflation matter
Inflationary
News Shock

Change in stock
prices

Change in
Dollar/Pound
Exchange Rate

Change in
Dollar/Franc
Exchange Rate

April 19

7,18

19,50

23,50

April 28

6,11

6,75

17,00

May 24

1,97

1,37

1,00

May 26

2,91

2,00

2,13

June 19

7,21

7,00

7,50

Apr-July

0,58

0,99

1,27

Source: Jalil and Rua (2016)
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Data on inflation expectations emphasize
“recovery spring” and “faltering fall”
Stylized fact III: Inflation expectations mirror recovery spring,
faltering fall, and second spring

Implied inflation expectations from Hamilton
(1992) and Cecchetti (1992)
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FDR press conference in September 27, 1933,
Hyde Park, New York
Q: Anything to tell us, Mr. President?
THE PRESIDENT: I don't think there is any news at all. I am going out for a
drive in the woods and get ready for the Spring planting.
Q Where is that, up here?
THE PRESIDENT: Yes.
Q There have been so many stories appearing lately that you are going to
do some Spring planting on the monetary situation.
THE PRESIDENT: So I read. (Laughter)
Q Can we look for anything along those lines?
THE PRESIDENT: Just stories; somebody had to fill up space.
It is around this time that the economic team around Morgenthau is building
up the basic framework of the GRA.
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Data and Methodology
o Daily Data on stock prices and (adjusted) returns from 12/31/192512/31/1941 from CRSP US Stock Databases, including industry
classifications.
o Overall, 511 companies. After correcting for missing observations and
data problems, adjusted stock returns for more than 400 companies
o Straightforward event study methodology, comparing abnormal returns
before and after dates that were defining moments in the preparation,
communication and implementation of the GRA:
o
o
o
o

Speeches, Fireside chats
Messages to Congress
Press conferences
News reporting (NYT, WSJ)

o Comparing results for market, industries, industry groups (e.g. tradable vs.
non-tradable, financial vs. non-financial, raw materials vs. processing) and
individual companies (e.g. those in the Gold and Silver Business)
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First findings indicate that, starting in October,
markets “learn” about the mechanics of the GRA
o News related to gold policy play a defining role in shaping stock
(and bond) market developments, in particular for industries
typically viewed as sensitive to inflation developments.
o But: No single news that causes expectation to adjust, i.e. stock
returns to jump. In particular, passage of the GRA on Dec. 31 has no
effect on stock prices any more, as effects of new gold policy are
priced in step by step in the period between end-September 1933
and mid-January 1934
o Markets learn about the elements of a comprehensive response to
the renewed deflationary pressures together with the
administration, following closely what is going on before and behind
the scenes of the economic team. This is also visible from press
conferences.
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First findings indicate that, starting in October,
markets “learn” about the mechanics of the GRA
So far, three dates/events seem to be particularly relevant/powerful in
explaining stock returns:
o October 22: Fireside Chat. On the following day, stock prices jump by an
average amount of 5.4 percent in a bearish market environment
characterized by extreme volatility.
o November 15: In a press conference, Roosevelt reports about changes in
his economic team. Opponents of a more aggressive reflation through
gold policy retreat or are replaced. In particular, as William Woodin goes
on a long leave of absence and Dean Acheson retires, Henry Morgenthau
advances. On the following day, stock prices jump by an average amount
of 5.0 percent.
o January 15: Message to Congress Recommending Legislation on the
Currency System. On the same day, stock prices jump by an average
amount of 4.3 percent.
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Work ahead
o Consolidating preliminary econometric results:
o Econometric methodology has to be refined; many tests still need to be
carried out
o Inclusion of events not related to GRA as a means to cross-check
relevance of gold policy relative to other policies
o Testing, testing, testing
o Further ideas:
o Results so far fit well what Shiller (2017) describes as Narrative
Economics: Stories about the way the world works have economic
effects.
o Building on Jalil and Rua (2015), who take a first look at the narrative
evidence, it would be instructive to look more closely at the way the
media transports the ideas that in the end jointly form the GRA.
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